Verbs

Shi
Zài
Yu

Modal verbs

Di 'must' (obligation)
Gn 'dare'

"Have the ability to" with néng or ky
Permission with ky or néng
Risk with bù néng / bù ky
Hui indicating 'can / know how to'
Ynggi 'should' (supposition)

Reduplication of verbs

Complements

Directional complements
Resultative complements
Potential complements

Notes on particular verbs

... Shi ... de
Zhèng, zài, and zhèngzài
Verb lái Verb qù
Zu Verb yǒu Verb
Dng Verb x Verb

Passives
Causatives

Verbal suffixes

Guo
Le
Qíái
Zhe

Grammatical particles

B